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A PROMising evening

Music and mischief

By SHASHWAT CHUGH, senior

By ANGELA PAUL, freshman

THE BELL was met with a
simultaneous cheer by one quarter
of the JP Stevens populace. The
clock had struck 11:22 AM. Prom
— long anticipated, fervently
prepared for, endlessly discussed
— was nearly upon the JP Stevens
Class of 2012. Its story, however,
begins long before that Friday.
Prom is the stuff of high school
lore, a gathering dramatized to no
end by popular culture and eagerly
awaited by many since the moment
they set foot in ninth grade.
Months (and for some, years)
before May, females had begun
to scout for elegant dresses and
hairstyles. Their male counterparts
were no less active, seeking out
dates and meticulously crafting
prom proposals that ranged from
simplistic to creative to downright
awesome. Some of the highlights:
a senior-parking lot flash mob,
an EMS vehicle adorned with
a massive sign, various musical
serenades, a town-wide scavenger
hunt, and, in keeping with JP’s
academic tradition, a series of
science-lab-themed proposals.
That same buzz reached its
peak in the days and hours before
the doors swung open at the
New Brunswick Hyatt Regency.
Enduring the trials and tribulations
of the annual promenade was
no easy endeavor. Males and
females alike dove headlong
into last minute preparation,
throwing on tuxes and dresses,
carefully fashioning hairstyles
and nails, and purchasing (and
discovering how to pronounce)
corsages and boutonnières. Some
were sufficiently worn out by
the process. Said a suave-looking
senior Neil Nadpara at one of the
many pre-prom events, “Preparing

BURSTS OF VIBRANT voices
resonated from the music wing,
a chorus of laughter carried
into the hallways, and talented
vocalists conveyed the carefree
demeanor of the event through
their lively performances. The
JP Stevens Choir’s annual event,
Musicalathon,
organized
by
junior
Lorraine
Mackiewicz,
was held as a fundraiser for the
JP Stevens Choir program and
served as an opportunity for
JP’s talented singers to perform
in an encouraging and relaxed
environment. Students provided
acoustic guitar performances,
impressive improvisations, and
silly shenanigans that entertained
the crowd.
Junior
Rachael
Bernstein
started the event with a beautiful

NEWS, PAGE 3

SHS raises funds for Jorge

ISHANI AMIN

Seniors pose for the camera along a picturesque doublesided staircase during a traditional pre-prom gathering.
and getting everything done for
this event has been pretty draining.
Hopefully it’s worth it.”
So was it? Labeled by some as
an oppressive social obligation and

glorified by others as a defining
senior moment, prom fittingly
fell somewhere in between. The

See PROM, page 3

The event finally kicked off
with the introductions as each
class showed off their perfected
posters. All the while, the classes
came together and demonstrated
a tremendous amount of

rendition of the song, “Put Your
Records On,” by Corinne Bailey
Rae, showcasing an exceptionally
soulful style. Following Rachael’s
performance was an equally
exemplary execution of Elton
John’s piece, “Your Song,” by
freshman Becky Gilbert. As Becky
sang the soft-rock ballad with
her tranquil soprano voice, the
audience smiled back at her, their
faces lit by the carefree attitude of
the piece. However, the audience
could only listen silently for the
next two performances, stunned
by the performers’ darker tones.
Leonard Cohen’s composition
of “Hallelujah,” covered by junior
Sam Stern, and Florence and the
Machine’s “Howl,” performed
by senior Robert DeVico, left
the audience in awe before they
erupted into applause. Both of
their deep voices, which amplified
the darker tone of the pieces,
successfully conveyed the haunting
and “possessed” feeling suggested
by the lyrics.
Juniors Lin Li and Lorraine
Mackiewicz were the first
duet to perform, singing “9
Crimes” by Damien Rice. The
piano accompaniment, played
by sophomore Dennis Zhang,
complemented both Lorraine’s
angelic voice and Lin’s resonant
baritone timbre.
Later, Lin returned for an
encore and impressed the crowd
with his humor. He started off
with a light pun: “Hey guys, I
have a joke to tell about Dairy,”
implying that he was going to let
the audience in on a secret about
“Darry.” He then continued, “but
it’s kind of cheesy…,” promptly
raising his eyebrows and smirking
at the expectant audience. Lin later

See BOTC, page 5

See CHOIR, page 3

May the odds be ever in your favor
By SARVANI KURUGANTI,
sophomore
WHAT’S A BETTER way to spread
school spirit than watching your
classmates sit on balloons, pull
off outrageous dance moves, and
rummage for a single M&M by
eating an entire whipped cream
pie? This year’s highly anticipated
Battle of the Classes featured
competitors from each grade who
battled in relay races, tug-of-wars,
and crab soccer with the hopes
of becoming the 2012 BOTC
champions and upholding the true
spirit of being JP Stevens Hawks.
The
audience,
sporting
their class colors, filed into the
gym while anticipating an epic
showdown. Having understood
the gravity of the moment, every
team had prepared for countless

CHAD BALUCH

The senior
boys show their dominance during
the tug-of-war, placing first with a decisive win.
hours. But these practices were
not simply coordination sessions.
Sophomore Anjani Patel described
the meetings leading up to BOTC
as “valuable opportunities for
the entire executive board to
work together,” fostering new
friendships among team members.
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Th4+ + In3+ + K+ for gold

exposed me to chemical research and various
applications of science, and also proved to be
WITH STYROFOAM molecular
an opportunity for me to gather
models, colorful posters, and
ideas about my future career,”
goggles in hand, the JP Stevens
sophomore Sudeepti Vedula
Chemistry Physics Club boarded
expressed. “Being exposed to new
the school bus to embark on
experiences during the Chemistry
their journey to the 27th annual
Olympics furthered my love
NJ Chemistry Olympics. Held at
for chemistry and my curiosity
NJIT on May 17, the NJ Chemistry
toward learning.”
Olympics is a competition that
The Chemistry Olympics
challenges students to apply their
proved to be a great chance
chemistry knowledge to handsfor participants to apply the
on labs and demonstrations in
chemistry learned in class to
six different events, ranging from
various situations by involving
chemical engineering to molecular
higher level thinking. The teams’
STEVEN CHEN chaperones, Mrs. Lumsden and
dye construction. As described
Junior Vishal Bailoor and Senior Andy Shi anxiously
by junior Kiran Wattamwar, “The
await results as teams gather in the auditorium. Ms. Pittenger, remarked, “The
Chemistry Olympics was a fun
talent and enthusiasm of our
way to apply our knowledge outside of the which produced colorful pink lights.
team members made the day worthwhile.
classroom.”
Meanwhile, juniors Christie Chang We learned valuable lessons and, overall,
Senior Andy Shi, junior David Zhou, and and Sharon Lin of the Alpha team and we think it was a positive experience for all
sophomore Sakib Jalal, members of the JP sophomores Azeem Malik and Radheshwar involved.”
Stevens Alpha team subdivision, competed Arora of the Beta team, participated in an
in a chemistry research demonstration information search and a molecular model
involving enzyme catalyzed reactions. Using building competition on chemical dyes.
a catalase found in potatoes to speed up the
Another event consisted of a written short
By ANUSHREE SREEDHAR, sophomore
decomposition of hydrogen peroxide, the JP answer test involving the nomenclature of
Stevens Alpha team put in several chunks of organic and inorganic chemical compounds.
“PLEASE WELCOME… the President!” On
the vegetable into a test tube to analyze the The JP Stevens team for this event, which Friday, May 11, JP Stevens hosted its first
effect of pH on enzyme concentration.
consisted of senior Andy Shi and juniors Inaugural Ball to introduce the incoming
   Juniors Kiran Wattamwar, Rajvi Shah, David Zhou and Kiran Wattamwar, Student Council officers and to celebrate the
and Anshu Patel put together a successful answered the questions of the difficult exam end of a successful year with the graduating
demonstration, called “Genie in a Bottle,” and won fifth overall.
seniors on the Executive Board. The
on exothermic and endothermic reactions.
The most valuable lesson was not taught cafeteria was decorated with streamers and
Their presentation secured a fifth place by the competition itself, but by the weeks balloons of red, white, and blue. In support
win for the Alpha team. The Beta team’s leading up to the Olympics, as competitors of the patriotic mood, Student Council’s
sophomores Sudeepti Vedula, Yamini Vyas, not only increased their scientific knowledge, Publicity Committee also drew and hung
and Anushree Sreedhar, participated in the but also discovered a new passion for up a magnificent American flag. “When I
same event, carrying out the “Dragon’s chemistry. “Preparing for this competition walked into the cafeteria, it was a completely
different setting. The room was lined in
streamers and a huge backdrop reading
‘Inaugural Ball’ was hung up in the back of
the cafeteria. The dance was fun, and it had
The athletic events saw the students a relaxing environment,” sophomore Austin
By ANUSH SWAMINATHAN, sophomore
change personality from studious to dare- Chen recalled as he described the ornate
SALVETE DISCIPULI — hello students! For devilish, as teams faced off in volleyball, tug- decorations.
those of you surprised, Latin is still alive of-war, and chariot racing. In volleyball, two
The President, senior Chad Baluch,
and kicking — proof of which was found JP Stevens teams competed, one of which acted as the DJ for the night. “I played pop
on May 12. A highly anticipated event for ultimately won the bracket and reigned music to get the crowd going, and once I
Ms. Rose’s Latin students, the annual Latin supreme to become volleyball champions started playing Avicii, the people on the
State Convention is a gathering place for of the Convention. The JP Stevens students, outskirts, who were standing around and
students and language enthusiasts alike. For however, were more excited at the prospect taking pictures, rushed to the dance floor.
this event, the timeless phrase veni, vidi, vici of having more fun throughout the rest of After a little LMFAO, Dev, and others, I
comes to mind, as the JP Stevens students the day. As sophomore Whitney Wantong put on the “Cupid Shuffle” and everything
went, saw, and conquered.
stated, “Not only did I learn a lot from really got going! In between the typical
The morning began with a demonstration the Latin Convention, but I also had a ton pop songs, I played a variety of upbeat and
of each school’s spirit through cheers, of fun with my friends and really enjoyed heavy electronic music, and even a little bit
chants, and dances. The JP Stevens team participating in the events such as the spirit of dubstep with Skrillex,” Chad exclaimed
came prepared with a flagstaff and its very competition.”
enthusiastically. Baluch, along with the rest
own chants, which showcased the enormous
The artistic events held at the convention of Student Council, decided to hold the
amount of school spirit the students consisted of impromptu art competitions, Inaugural Ball as a way for the Executive
contained and earned them a third place in in which JP Stevens students emerged Board to “pass on the torch” to the incoming
the spirit competition.
with multiple second place finishes and, Council. “We wanted to make an event that
Once several commencement speeches more importantly, a demonstration of their would be a great way to wrap up the year and
came to an end and the first “General creative abilities. On the political front, recognize all the incoming officers,” Baluch
Assembly” officially adjourned, the next several JP students ran for the prestigious said eagerly, “Despite a few minor gaffes, the
four hours were filled with academic and offices of pro-consul and historian, among night went smoothly, and I had a lot of fun
athletic events that stimulated the senses of others. Each candidate delivered intelligent, DJ-ing for the first time. I think the event
every participant involved. The academic passionate speeches (or, in the case of junior has the potential to be something great that
competitions consisted of exams on Josh Anes, a rap), but the caucus voted to can be done annually.”
subjects ranging from Roman Mythology to elect other officials for their respective
With the arrival of the new officers, the
grammar. JP Stevens team members received positions. Finally, the day came to a close graduating seniors were recognized for
two second place awards and a third place with a chariot race, and despite a poor start, their contribution to the successful year.
mention in “Roman History 9th and below,” the JP Stevens team finished strong with a Sophomore Anjani Patel, Treasurer-elect,
“Roman History 10th to 12th grade,” second place finish.
bubbled with delight as she recalled the night.
and “Roman Life 10th to 12th grade,”
The convention was truly an enjoyable “I was so excited to be inaugurated , because
respectively. Talent and perseverance added experience that tested the mental and the persistent hard work and dedication
up to a winning combination, and the will physical abilities of those involved, ensuring I put in as a Student Council member this
of the JP Stevens students was clearly shown that all would return home satisfied. As year resulted in my Executive Board position
by sophomore Simran Chahal, “Though sophomore Vijay Ishwar exclaimed, “The recognition,” Anjani passionately described.
daunting at first, the written contests were a Latin Convention was an overall success “The turnout for the ball was great! I think
great way for us to assess how knowledgeable and we won many competitions. I can’t wait the future of JP is in good hands because
we were on subjects as simple as vocabulary for next year!” Despite the multiple awards all of the officers are talented in their own
to broader topics such as Roman history that the JP students garnered, however, their ways, and will do great things for the school
and Roman life. The convention gave us a motto was, and will always be laurifer erant and the students.” With this promising note,
chance to compete with Latin students from valde, tamen iter itineris erant vel maioribus — JP Stevens can undoubtedly look forward
many other schools and to see how we each the victories were great, but the journey was to a bright and auspicious future with the
individually ranked.”
even greater!
Student Council.
By GURLEEN KAUR, sophomore

Breath” experiment: a reaction between Sour
Patch Kids candy and potassium chlorate,

An elegant ball

It’s not Greek to me
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Prom, contd. Hitting all the right notes Choir, contd.
night inevitably had its bumps. It featured
a claustrophobia-inducing dance floor, an
overly socially connected DJ (follow him
on Twitter!), and food that seemed a tad
too reminiscent of the JP cafeteria. And,
yet — on this night — few seemed to care.
The reveling continued undisturbed. People
spoke, laughed, posed for endless pictures,
and enjoyed the company of their friends.
On the floor, seniors danced until their
feet ached, fist bumped and head bobbed
until their wrists and necks were sore, and
chanted until their voices were hoarse. “The
energy was amazing,” says senior Tarnjit
Singh. He adds, beaming, that he started a
“Wildwood chant” that unsurprisingly swept
up the entire crowd.
Walking in to prom, each senior had his
or her own reasons for excitement. Some
for the pictures, some for the dancing, and
some, inevitably, for the post-prom festivities
(when the party really begins, according to
senior Pathik Shah). But as the hour hand
on the clock raced toward 11, this writer
found that prom represented something
much larger and simpler than all of that. It
was about the people. It was about building
memories and experiences with individuals
who had grown together for the last four
years. As diverging destinations beckon,
prom offered the JP Stevens Class of 2012
one of its final moments to spend and enjoy
together. And that, in this humble writer’s
opinion, was more than enough to make this
a night to remember.

Jorge’s dinner
By ARIHANT SETH, sophomore

By KIMBERLY CHEN, freshman
AS THE SCHOOL YEAR draws to a close,
the JP Stevens Band recently wrapped up
its illustrious season with the annual Spring
Concert, an event which exemplified the
talent, ability, and dedication of the music
program. Many of the performers had
prepared for this concert over the course
of months, making this highly-anticipated
event even more exciting.
Mr. Zazzali, one of the directors of the
high-ranking band, introduced the audience
to the band’s amazing talent by starting out
with the Symphonic Band’s performance of
a regal piece titled “Processional March.”
Next, the band played a thrilling piece called
“Undertow” by John Mackey. “Undertow,”
as Mr. Zazzali described during the concert,
is a piece that conveys the feeling of drifting
in the ocean — “Sometimes the current
feels calm and steady, when, all of a sudden,
a huge wave crashes over and pushes one
under the water without a warning.” The
music constantly changed tempos — it
rotated from a fast-paced melody to a slower,
quieter tempo and back again, finishing on a
loud note that ended with a silencing echo.
The crowd responded to each performance
with growing enthusiasm.
Afterward, the concert transitioned to
the Freshman Band, which performed “The
Tango Disappearing” by Timothy Broege.
Director Mr. DeNicola was the conductor of
this performance, leading the group through
a fun, lively piece that was clearly enjoyed by
the audience as they smiled and swayed to
the upbeat music. The Woodwind Quintet
followed with a lovely piece titled “Pascoral”
that conveyed the sounds of nature through
the music of only five instruments. This
piece was appreciated by the audience for
its simplicity and its profound message, and
gave the entire concert a more artistic feel.
Senior Michael Causing introduced the next
piece, performed by the Low Brass Quintet.
Titled “Power,” it exemplified not only the
talent but also the “power” of the small
ensemble as well.

A NIGHT OF CHARITY took place in
JP Stevens on May 4 as students warmly
welcomed Jorge Grajales, a boy from
Panama who lost his limbs as a young
child. When Jorge was an infant, a team
of doctors performed several amputations
due to an infection that cut off circulation
to his hands and feet. He currently resides
with the Dyksens, a foster family in upstate
New Jersey. The Spanish Honors Society
(SHS), upon hearing his story, immediately
wanted to help. Their efforts culminated in happiness and friendship. “I was anxious to
the Dinner for Jorge.
meet him and I soon became fast friends with
The SHS coordinated with Helping Hands Jorge. He is really special,” junior Priyanka
for
Jorge
Patel recalled.
to
make
Several other
this event
students also
possible.
clustered
JP students
around for
also set up
photos. After
fundraisers
the greetings,
for several
the
night
w e e k s
moved
on
prior to the
to food and
night. For
dancing.
example,
S e n o r a
members
Martinez
sold paper
NARAYAN KOVIL approved of
hands
to Juniors Henry Wu, Sophia Chen, Jin Kim, the
menu.
s t u d e n t s and senior Michelle Zhang pose for the “One thing
throughout camera with Jorge, smiling at the festivities. that
really
the school.
stuck out to
Everyone’s efforts resulted in donations me was the variety. There was pizza, rice,
worth over two thousand dollars. Senior burritos, and pasta! It was a fun night that
Stephanie Bretton said, “I feel proud of deserved special food. I loved it!”
what we have accomplished. At first the task
As the night came to a close, Mrs. Dyksen
of raising money meant a lot of dedication thanked everyone for their efforts. But
and pressure, but in the end, I think we did the night truly belonged to Jorge. Junior
very well.”
Mohammad Nawaz said, “Jorge’s affability
On the evening of May 4, Jorge finally made it seem as if everyone around him was
arrived at the school with his foster family. his friend. I was happy that I took part in
Many students were excited to meet Jorge setting up a fundraiser that had its money
and saw their hard work rewarded with his directed toward helping such a great person.”

As the concert continued, it was clear
that the band had come prepared to
present a variety of different styles and
performances. Sophomore Zahra Malik
recounts, “Listening to the concert was an
enlightening journey through the annals of
music. All of the different pieces that were
performed reminded me of the unique
possibilities it provides for a more intimate
relationship with my aesthetic side.”
The last group to perform was the highly
esteemed Wind Ensemble. “Concertino,
Opus 26” by C.V. Weber featured a clarinet
solo by senior Sam Zhang. The solo
displayed the talent of the musician — with
expression, Sam played slow, sweet notes,
fast, piercing scales, and arpeggios in perfect
pitch. Following “Concertino” was “English
Folk Song Suite,” which was conducted
by Mr. Bond, a student-teacher from
Rutgers University. The suite featured three
movements, which included a moderately
quick but powerful march called “Seventeen
Come Sunday,” a slow intermezzo titled “My
Bonny Boy,” and finally, a peppy and light
march called “Folk Songs from Somerset.”
Mr. DeNicola concluded the evening by
conducting “Liberty Bell March” written
by John Philip Sousa, a song which excited
the audience through with consistent joyful
notes echoing in the auditorium, its upbeat
tempo, and its powerful ending. By the end
of the piece, the smiles of the audience
truly captured the spirit of the night. Senior
Aparna Govindan remarked, “The last
concert was so surreal. I couldn’t fathom the
fact that my experience with the JP Stevens
Band has come to an end so quickly. ”
Mr. Zazzali, like Mr. DeNicola, was
satisfied with their season this year, and he
congratulated the entire band by saying,
“Our successful band year was topped off
by the annual Spring Concert. Throughout
the winter and spring, the JP Stevens Wind
Ensemble performed all over the state: from
Kean to Rutgers University, to the State
Concert Gala Invitational, to the NJMEA
Convention. Congratulations to all of the
band students at JP!”

Reality Fair: play
the game of life
By STEVEN XIE, sophomore
DESIGNED TO ENHANCE financial literacy
courses, the Reality Fair on May 23 made
students more aware about the realities of
money managing. The idea to institute this
event came just as a statewide referendum
on increasing financial literacy programs
was held. In the words of NJ Credit Union
volunteer Angel Santos, “The idea came up
at the perfect time, and we were able to start
it up at just the right moment. So far the
feedback has been really positive, and we’re
hoping that this sort of thing can continue
to grow as years pass by.”
The Reality Fair consisted of a large mass
of booths and tables, each offering several
financial options for different facets of life
as an adult. At one booth, students were
jockeyed by a used-car salesman; another
presented plans for financing a new sofa.
Students traveled to all of the booths
in order to acquire what they thought
was necessary for life after school. They
determined their projected expenses, and, of
course, students who chose a comfortable
lifestyle were met with looming bills and

moved on to what he called “Mongolian
throat singing,” an alternate version of an
“overtone” in music.
The most hilarious act of all, however,
was his performance of “Contemporary
Dance” to the Chamber Ensemble piece
“I’m a Train.” Lin sent the crowd into
gales of merriment with his performance.
Thanks to his shenanigans, members of the

CHAD BALUCH

Junior Lin Li entertains and captivates the audience with a unique,
comical, and exciting performance.
crowd were bubbling with good-natured
laughter, and, most importantly, they felt
comfortable improvising in front of the
audience themelves. Individuals from the
audience and former participants stepped
up to sing unrehearsed pieces, all of which
were rewarded with laughter and applause.
Lorraine, the chief organizer of this event,
commented, “I especially enjoyed the
random acts that were put together last
minute after everyone performed, such as
dubstep and interpretive dancing.”
On that radiant afternoon, both rehearsed
and spontaneous performances were met
with a vibrant crowd. JP Stevens’ talent
was successfully showcased, and attendees
could barely wait for what the next year’s
Musicalathon would offer. Commenting
on the entire afternoon, choir director Mr.
Meszaros said, “I thought it was a nice
collection of laid-back performances. It was
very enjoyable and meaningful.” It was clear
that the audience agreed.
costs, while others who opted to live on less
were able to save more. The money spent
was then withdrawn from students’ bank
deposits or credit cards. Finally, all of the
students were given a chance to spin the
Wheel of Reality, a small roulette which
awarded students with either a fortunate
windfall or additional expenses. After all of
the costs were calculated, students sat down
with a real financial adviser to discuss their
results. Some were crestfallen to learn that
they had exceeded their budget or had ended
up saving a mere two dollars every month
with their projected lifestyle. Junior Nishant
Gidvani shared his thoughts: “I only had a
mere grasp of the idea that living on your
own would be difficult, but I realized that
I was still inexperienced in financial needs.
This taught me a lot.”
By creating a simulation of life after
graduation, the Reality Fair gave students a
firsthand look at the type of work necessary
to make ends meet as an adult. The fair was
an eye-opener for students of all grades, and
it also gave them the opportunity to apply
their knowledge in a real-life situation. New
Jersey Credit Unions are already preparing
for next year’s Reality Fair and are improving
their program based upon the feedback they
have received. As the Reality Fair returns for
its third run next year, students are sure to
be entertained and enlightened once again.

st
1
: Year with spring 23:
Number of gavels 160: Average cost,
6: Number of
concerts for separate
won by JPSMUN this year, in dollars, of a prom dress, graduating Hawkeye
choir and orchestra
performances

five of which were won at
CMUNC

according to a survey
conducted by Hawkeye

editors who will be
sorely missed by the staff
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A tribute to our retiring teachers

is originally from
Queens, New York. She has been teaching
ESL in New Jersey Public Schools since 1979
and at JP Stevens since 1982. She has a BA
in Linguistics and Spanish with a minor in
Secondary Education from Queens College,
CUNY, and a Masters Degree in ESL and
Spanish from Teachers College, Columbia
University, NY, plus additional graduate
credits. Mrs. Fechter was the first full-time
ESL teacher at JP Stevens. Over the years,
she has taught all the levels from one to
five. She has enjoyed working with students
from other countries and learning about
their cultures, while helping them to learn
English and adapt to American culture. Mrs.
Fechter considers herself very fortunate to
have worked at such a wonderful school.
She also teaches Zumba and Pilates, studies
Flamenco dance, and sings professionally.
She looks forward to spending more time
with her family, as well as helping the
community and pursuing her interests.
LAURA FECHTER

MARY JANE SEEMAN grew up in the Clara
Barton section of Edison, graduating from JP
Stevens in 1967. She recalls her past, “It was
very exciting to attend JP back then, as it was
a brand new school that was in the ‘country,’
and Grove Avenue was a gravel road! The
most striking feature of the building was its
two story library with a wall of glass — it
was beautiful!” Following graduation, Mrs.
Seeman attended Marshall University, which
she described as a memorable experience.
Mrs. Seeman then returned home to spend
her career teaching in Edison. She attended
the Rutgers Graduate School of Education
and the College of Saint Elizabeth, and later
earned her Masters Degree in Educational
Leadership. Due to her daughter Katie’s
extensive involvement in school, Mrs.
Seeman was fortunate to extend her
commitment to JP as an involved parent.
Mrs. Seeman describes her experience, “It
has been a rewarding journey as an active
student, teacher and parent at JP Stevens.”

ELAINE SLICNER started as a Secretarial
Aide in Thomas Jefferson Middle School 25
years ago. Three years later at EHS, Mrs.
Slicner worked in several departments, finally
settling in as a Secretary in the Main Office.
“I loved working at the high school, getting
to know many wonderful staff members,
students and parents,” she said. A few years
after she started at EHS, it was a very unique
group of co-workers in the main office who
quickly became friends. Mrs. Slicner held the
same position for 18 years at EHS that she
currently does here at JP. As Main Office
Secretary, she took care of faculty attendance,
teacher coverages and substitutes. After her
retirement, Mrs. Slicner plans to spend time
at the Jersey shore in her new beach house
with her husband, daughter, son-in-law and
four grandchildren. Traveling with friends
is also in her plans. Mrs. Slicner reflects her
years at JP, “It has been my pleasure to be a
part of the Hawk Family, and thank you all
for your friendship and kindness.”

Walking the boardwalk of service

the hard work that finally all paid off.” Junior
Revathi Mekala, this past year’s Lieutenant
Governor of Division 10 of the NJ District,
JP STEVENS KEY CLUB reached many of
was honored with the Robert F. Lucas
its goals when hundreds of Key Clubbers
Outstanding Lt. Governor Award, and won
from all over New Jersey gathered in
an endorsement to run for a Trustee position
Long Branch, NJ for the annual District
on the Key Club International Board at this
Convention held last April. Members came
summer’s ICON in Orlando, Florida.
together to commemorate
Certainly, being granted
this year’s accomplishments,
all of these honors produced
develop personal leadership
a great sense of pride
skills, and celebrate the
among JP Key Clubbers,
values of caring, leadership,
but the biggest sense of
and service that are the very
accomplishment was felt
essence of Key Club.
when the NJ District of
The theme of the threeKey Club President, Nicole
day conference, “Walk the
Darrah, revealed that the
Boardwalk of Service,” and
New Jersey District of Key
magnificent ocean view set
Club alone raised $97,000
the mood for an exciting
for the Eliminate Project,
weekend. The first day of
which utilizes the funds
the conference involved
for injections that prevents
members attending various
maternal and neo-natal
workshops that emphasized
NIKHILA MANCHIKANTI tetanus in Africa and other
skills
necessary
for JP Stevens’ Key Clubbers gather to enjoy a gourmet third-world countries.
management, networking, dinner on their first night at District Convention. This year’s Key Club
leadership,
and
public
District
Convention
speaking.
place club awards were won for Website, captured Key Club’s goal of helping others
DCON was much more than a Scrapbook, and Major Emphasis Project. while bringing together Key Clubbers from
lighthearted convention, as JP Stevens Sophomore Archan Patel took second place different places with one goal in common:
Key Club members competed in various for his Impromptu Essay. As junior Reema to serve their schools and communities and
events throughout the next two days. JP Thakkar recalls, “It was amazing to watch spread the ideals of service, inclusiveness,
Stevens brought home the most awards, my fellow Key Clubbers on stage, showing and kindness.
By AMOLI KULKARNI and HAMSITHA
JUPALI, juniors

which included first place club awards for
Newsletter, Website, and Platinum Single
Service. First place individual awards were
presented to junior Mohammad Nawaz
for best Oratorical Presentation, senior
Sy Adamowsky for his singing skills in
the talent contest, and sophomore Sani
Shah for the digital poster contest. Second

FCCLA leads the way at States
By RACHEL CHENG and JENNIFER
ROMAN, juniors
THE JP STEVENS Chapter of FCCLA left
for its annual State Leadership Conference
down in Cherry Hill, New Jersey at the
Crowne Plaza Hotel. There, over thirty-five
members competed in twenty-two events.
While some competed in State Events such
as Cake Decorating and Manners Matter,
others competed in National STAR (Students
Taking Action with Recognition) Events.
Many advanced onto nationals in Orlando
Florida because of their successes. A total
of sixteen members qualified for Nationals,

set to
take
involved in at
place from July
the State Level.
6-12. JP Stevens
Additionally,
also saw three
Ruby Kaur has
members become
been nominated
a part of the
to run for the
State Executive
National Executive
Council. Juniors
Council. As a
Maxine LeSaux,
very
involved
Anindya Mehta,
org anization,
DAVID SHAH
and Ruby Kaur
will
FCCLA members take a break from their FCCLA
were elected as
continue to raise
competitions and pose for a picture.
the three state
the bar in their
officers from the JP Stevens chapter. They families, careers, and communities as a
will help organize events that FCCLA is whole to continue promoting family values.

FRANK ZARRO has been a teacher in
the Edison School District for over 40
years. After graduating from Blue Field
High School, he attended Morehead State
University and continued his graduate
studies at Kean University. Beginning his
career in 1970, he taught physical education
and health at Woodrow Wilson Junior High
for ten years. Then, he came to JP Stevens,
where he has been teaching and coaching
ever since. As head coach of JP Stevens’
football team, he led our school to a State
Championship and an undefeated 12-0
season in 2001. He has been named the Red
Division Coach of the Year three times,
the Area Coach of the Year twice, the Star
Ledger Coach of the Year, and even the
State Coach of the Year, an accomplishment
he considers to be his finest. In 1998, he was
also named the JP Stevens Teacher of the
Year. As he recalls with a touch of nostalgia,
“Being and working in Edison was the best
42 years of my life.”

BOTC, contd.

sportsmanship by cheering for the other
classes. The juniors took first place with a
stellar step routine, followed by the seniors.
Meanwhile, the sophomores’ enthusiastic
dance and the freshmen’s “Can’t Touch
This” banner equally entertained the crowd.
As the introductions came to an end,
teams started to rally the crowd for the dance
routines. Exuberant seniors dazzled on the
dance floor with a bittersweet demonstration
of their upcoming graduation, while the
sophomores and juniors managed to bring
their unique styles to the stage. As freshman
Anwesha Banerjee put it, “Although there
were minor mistakes made during the dance
routines, everything fell into place at the end.
We had put in a lot of hard work, and the
final results turned out amazing!”
The crab soccer tournament proved to be
one of the most exciting challenges in the
event. Neither the juniors nor the seniors
were able to score a goal. After multiple tiebreaking opportunities, the seniors were able
to score a goal in the second sudden death
showdown, and emerged victorious.
Everything boiled down to the final event
— the relay race. For the seniors, it was
now or never: the relay win was needed to
take home the title. With an exceptionally
memorable performance, the seniors flew
past obstacles in record time and managed
to garner enough points for the highest
cumulative score. Ultimately, the senior
dynasty was preserved as they were crowned
overall champions of BOTC 2012. Coming
in a close second were the juniors, followed
by the sophomores and freshmen.
Regardless of the victors, students of
all grades cheered out in unison, and team
members shared the honor of representing
their classes. “I feel honored to have
participated in such an exciting event,”
exclaimed sophomore Kristen Shea, “I’m
glad that the seniors won because it’s a
wonderful way for them to end their final
year with good memories.” BOTC was more
than just a competition; it was an opportunity
for students to demonstrate their school
spirit. As sophomore Nehali Shah declared,
“Regardless of who won, I had a lot of fun,
and so did everyone else!”
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A farewell lette12
By PATHIK SHAH and KATHERINE YE,
seniors
EVERY YEAR we are alive we leave a paper
trail. Or, in our case, a digital one. The
other day, my younger sibling wanted to
see one of my old middle school essays, so
I went digging through the archives of my
email account, clicking through pages and
pages of chain emails and group project
negotiations. I finally stumbled on some old,
intriguing chat logs, which I scrolled through
in disbelief. My early-teen antics seemed so
far away from my current life. Back then, my
friends and I chattered about our “problems”
(“Why didn’t you
guys tell me about
the Aéropostale sale
last
weekend?”),
complained about
math
homework
(“I can’t believe
Friedman assigned
the odds and the
evens today!”), and,
most importantly,
gossiped (“Did you
hear that Andrew
has lunch detention
for the rest of the
month?”).
But this amusement soon cooled into
embarrassment. Compared to high school’s
marathon sprint of a life, my middle school
life had been a stroll in the sunshine. I
couldn’t believe how blinkered I’d been —
we all had been — just four years ago. Back
then, we had fretted about tomorrow or next
week. Now we struggle with questions of
next year. How could we have known?
My thirteen-year-old self had left behind
it a trail of emotions and worries, a trail
that I followed avidly. I scrolled through
countless old texts, emails, and even old
essays, trying to piece together how I had
changed and what had changed me. These
documents were my past speaking to the
present — their future. As I stared at my
past persona, laid bare before me on the
screen, I realized that I couldn’t see myself

in it. I was a different person. We were all
different people back then.
Listening to my middle school self
gossiping was embarrassing, true, but it was
also endearing. I felt like an older sibling
walking my younger sibling home from
middle school. In the same way, I also had
to wonder: what will my future self think of
me now? Future me, in four years you will be
close to twenty-two; you will have graduated
from college. What will you think of my
high school conversations, my college essays,
and even this essay?
Indeed, in four years, what will we all think
of ourselves? I think we’ll smile. Like the
older sibling and the
younger, we’ll laugh
a little at today’s
triflings: what to
do for graduation,
what to do over
the summer, what
to major in, how
to
make
new
friends. It’s true
that today, our
worries loom large
on the horizon.
But tomorrow, as
we continue our
journeys,
these
mountains will shrink behind us. Larger
mountains will loom, but we’ll keep trekking.
We’ll keep climbing summit after summit,
each one a more dizzying height.
Class of 2012, lay down your burdens,
your anxieties, and your insecurities, if only
for a few days. Now is our time. We’ll always
face newer and greater troubles, but we’ll
also come to possess grander plans, closer
friends, and deeper joys. Remember your old
selves and hold on to hope, because life does
get better. Or perhaps we do.
Anyway, don’t think too much about it.
What will be, will be. Right now, just forget
about the distance we have yet to walk, and
rejoice in how far we have come.
Au revoir,

Katherine Ye & Pathik Shah
Editors-in-Chief, ‘11–’12

JUNE 2012
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They are your students, classmates, and friends. But even after four years, how
much do you really know about the Class of 2012? Hawkeye asked seniors to
anonymously chronicle their fears and secrets on index cards. Here are the results.

Secrets may have
been edited for the
sake of printing
quality. To comment
on
and
view
more secrets, visit
jpshawkeye.com.
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American University

Dartmouth College

Illinois Institute of Technology

Atlanta Metropolitan College

Drew University

University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign

Barnard College

Drexel University

Robert DeVico
Ajee Minott
Kristine Ng

Joanne Zhao

Drew Blanco

Carrol School of Management
Jaimin Desai

Manasa Balaji
Niharika Bibireddy
Aesha Desai
Eric Qian
Manish Verma
Megha Verma
7-Year Accelerated Medical Program
Krithika Namasivayam

Boston University

Duke University

Bloomfield College
Johnathan Wiggins

Boston College

Riya Jain
Khusbu Patel
Charmi Shah

Brandeis University
Justin Seaman

University at Buffalo
Meredith Kaplan

University of California, Berkeley

College of Engineering
Regents’ and Chancellor’s Scholarship
Program
Gautam Gunjala

Carnegie Mellon University
Joet Bagga
Alekhya Jonnalagedda
Tepper School of Business
Ajit Bopalkar
Willa Lu

Case Western Reserve University

Stephanie Tsai
Robin Zhang

East Stroudsburg University
Ashley Filipe
Samantha Filipe
Jessica Kwitter

Emory University

College of Arts and Sciences
Anvesh Cherukuri

Essex County College
Kishan Shah

Fairleigh Dickinson University
Ricky Mitra

Fashion Institute of Design and
Merchandising
Diana Xin

Fordham University

College of Arts and Sciences
Judy Chen

Jamie Toto
Gabelli School of Business
Joe Tienzo

Centory College

Franklin & Marshall College

Eric Iroff

Alex Kim

Central Connecticut State University

Furman University

Columbia University

Georgetown University

Ethan Jeffries
Albert Pan

Cooper Union

Jennifer Duer

McDonough School of Business
Daniel Wang

Albert Nerken School of Engineering
Samuel Zhang

Georgia Institute of Technology

Cornell University

Harvard University

College of Agriculture and Life Sciences
Christine Geeng
Vigneshwar Subramanian
College of Engineering
Maxine Chan
Christine Hwang
Mindy Wang
College of Human Ecology
Michelle Zhang

City University of New York

Baruch College
Jasdeep Buttar
John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Japsween Kaur
Allie Najar

Jishen Cheng

Andy Shi
Varun Sriram
Elmer Tan
Jasmine Yan

Adam Lipson

Eric Chen
Aswina Ranasinghe

Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Stephanie Breton
4-Year Premedical Biology Program
Neha Masson

Johns Hopkins University
Eric Pan

Johnson and Wales University
Jonathan Hill

Kean University
Krysten Barone
Emily Chan
Jon Ksiezopolski
Casey Kurfehs
Brandon Miller
Marcus Millianee
Purvi Patel
Raj Patel
Ashley Taylor
Bridget Vale

King’s College

5-Year Physicians Assistant Program
Fabio Castelblanco
Allison Tan

Kutztown University
Nico Condito

Make-up Designory in NYC
Jadia Hayes

University of Maryland Baltimore
County
Devika Mathur

Marymount Manhattan College
Katie Kausch

McGill University
Rose Gao

University of Michigan
Bianca Ng

University of Michigan – Ann Arbor
Ross School of Business
Nitin Saxena

Middlesex County College
Akshar Amin
Ken Arias
Tarek Barakat
Travall Boone
Sean Brown
Melissa Calora
Shawn Charvies
Amy Chen
Shannon Coyne
Taylor Delli Paoli
Rutvik Desai
Joanna Diez
Stephanie Dillon
Glonel Dimapilis
Ervin Ekow Kittoe
Brenda Elfvengren
Yohaira Garcia
Halli Ghiosay
Christina Graham
Mark Kendrick
Barbara Kosciolek
Jason Li
Melody Mendez
Ka’briah Parrott
Chirack Patel
Hiteshree Patel
Neel Patel
Soham Patel
Vaishvin Patel
Brian Quezada
Kyler Robertson
Hager Saad
Prianka Saini
Christia San Juan
Stephen Scafidi
Meet Soni
Brian Tasaki
Luis Tirado
Raviteja Venkatapuram
Ted Werbel
Isiah Williams
Jin (Jacky) Zhang
Ken Zi

Monmouth University
Nikita Bassi
Derek D’Orio
Brittany Hoops

Montclair State University
Anthony Balistreri
Nicky Cacolio
Seth Kaplan
Jennifer Miele
Joseph Williams
College of the Arts
Ashley Tierney

.
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Muhlenberg College
Whitney Schulman

The College of New Jersey

Manika Harikumar
Alexander Moskal
Miriam Thomas
7-Year Accelerated Medical Program
Neil Nadpara

New Jersey Institute of Technology
Dorothy Chau
Aaron Couto
Deep Desai
Srilakshmi Grandhi
Sohail Mansurt
Steve Miranda
Malorie Pangilinan
Darshan Patel
Hrushi Patel
Hari Patel
Karan Patel
Aseem Sharan

University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill
Pallavi Surana

Northwestern University

Weinberg School of Arts and Sciences
Hillary Tsang
Mathematical Methods in the Social
Sciences
Anne Xie
Medill School of Journalism
Kelly Gonsalves

New York University

College of Arts and Sciences
Moumita Basuroychowdhury
Shivani Ishwar
Saahil Jumkhawala
Sudeep Pisipaty
Sanjana Prakash
Shruti Shah
Anton Shor
Anjana Sreedhar
Stern School of Business
Pooja Adani
Michael Dong
Susanna Duong
Angela Hsiao
Kevin Jan
Karthik Ramakrishnan
Nishaad Ruparel
Matt Swulinski
Jason Yang
Melissa Yau
Tisch School of the Arts
Ivana Marson
College of Nursing
Brenda Yu

Ohio University

School of Accountancy
Emilie Kim

Pace University
Candice Shah

Parsons The New School for Design
Zhao Zhong (Joan) Kao

Pennsylvania State University

College of Engineering
Aniruddh Guru
School of Hospitality Management
Katy Sun
Smeal College of Business
Maria Kim
Derek Zhang

University of Pennsylvania

Huntsman Program in International
Studies and Business
Shashwat Chugh

University of Pittsburgh
Lauren Ojeda
Uma Kumar
School of Pharmacy
Hangil Seo

Pratt Institute
Joyce Chen

Princeton University
Shannon Julian
Kenny Lin
Pathik Shah
John Su
Katherine Ye

Rice University
Chad Baluch

Richard Stockton College of New
Jersey
Allison Simon

Rider University

St. John’s University
Alisha Amin
Dennis Jiang
Rushin Shah

Stockton College
Anthony Rienzo

Jelani Abdus-Salaam
Olivia Ford

Stony Brook University

Rhode Island School of Design

State University of New York

Joann Huang
Tom Zhou

Rowan University
Matthew Distefano
Julia Kononiuk
School of Business
Ryan Amaral

Saint Joseph’s University
Lindsey Urbanowicz

Salon Professional Academy
Sarah Cordero

University of the Sciences in
Philadelphia

Sugandha Gupta

Binghamton University
School of Management
Kathy Lo

University of Southern California
Sy Adamowsky

Temple University

Boyer School of Music
Julia Maxham

University of Texas at Austin
McCombs School of Business
Keerthan Harish
Amrit Iyer
College of Liberal Arts
Harry Hoffman

Purdue University
Abhi Jain

6-Year PharmD Program
Fatima Ali
Ami Patel

Ramapo College of New Jersey

School of Visual Arts

Trinity Pawling

Seton Hall University

Utah State University

Ansfield School of Business
Raghav Govindarajan
4-Year BSN Nursing Program
Jon Kenneth Julian
Michele Kim

YuanZhi Chen

Julie Burg
Marvin Crawford
Mike DeMarco

Isabel Henao
Kathryn Lynch
Spandana Narvaneni
Shreyas Srivastava
Whitehead School of International
Relations and Diplomacy
Ria Mehta

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Stevens Institute of Technology

Raritan Valley Community College

7-Year Physician-Scientist Program
David Shieh

Ana Chirnoaga

Stevenson University
Carlos Espinal

St. Francis University
Kalil Wynn

Towson University
Stephanie Weiner
Jack Barnes

Kimberley Linford

Vanderbilt University
Jennifer Chen
Rittik Rao

Villanova University
School of Business
Kristie Fan

Virginia Commonwealth University
Ivy Lin

Washington University in St. Louis
Olin Business School
Joonhyun Kim

William Paterson University
Joyce Haydu
Kamille Miller

Armed Forces
Navy
Lamar Waller

Centerfold by JOANNE ZHAO, senior

Rutgers University - New Brunswick
School of Arts and Sciences
Shaheir Ali
Ishani Amin
Imran Ashraff
Shreya Balusu
Devdatta Banerjee
Michael Causing
Henry Chen
Irvine Chen
Priscilla Chen
Joanna Chmiel
Lauren De Zaio
Ravi Dhebaria
Gabriel Franco

Ankit Gandhi
Subhash Garikipati
Aashka Gariwala
Joel George
Nishant Gidvani
Aiswarya Gottumukkala
Brandon Graham
Rishi Hajirawala
Ankita Huckoo
Radhika Kansara
Joseph Karpenos
Anshu Kataria
Prabhjit Kaur
Meilan Keshava
Carl Kim
Danielle Kim
Matt Kumor
Jeevana Lagisetty
Chris Liu
Jeffrey Lo
Tania Makker
Praveen Mamidanna
Marryam Masood
Expedito Sean B. Miralles

Dishant Modi
Ramasamy Muthuraman
Nada Nassr
Aanchal Nigam
Andrew Noh
Cindy Park
Aesha Patel
Chandni Patel
Dhara Patel
Deep Patel
Harshil Patel
Kevin Patel
Kinjal Patel
Preet Patel
Roshni Patel
Sejal Patel
Vishal Patel
Reshma Parikh
Erin Petenko
Somnath Rao
Sara Rosen
Kanika Sachdeva
Ria Sarkar
Jovan Sekhon

Nikhil Seri
David Shah
Karan Shah
Nimit Shah
Anton Shor
Maaz Siddique
Tarnjit Singh
Eric Song
Maham Syed
Alice Tsung
Dhruvi Vaghani
Chris Vengraitis
Abhishek Vijayakumar
Anna Volski
Maxine Wagenhoffer
Stephanie Wong
Zachary Wong
Kevin Wysoczynski
Vincent Xu
Nishant Yajnik
Janice Yang
Sai Varshani Yetrinala
Amanda Yip
Shirley Yu

We asked seniors...
What is your most cherished memory at JP?

Sorry... I have a very bad memory.
— Janet Wang
Going to Faculty Mr. JPS. — Neha Kumar
Scoring my first varsity soccer goal
sophomore year. — Nishaad Ruparel
Sleeping in study hall. — Dorothy Chau
Performing in Mr. JPS with my classmates.
— Ryan Szemple
Going to the Friday night football games,
and watching my friends play and cheer.
— Jessica Kwitter
The first day of school! — Ramasamy
Muthuraman
Getting the Governor’s Award for Musical
Excellence. — Robin Zhang
Senior night for cheering and football.
— Allison Simon
Making projects in engineering class.
— Kishan Shah
B.R.I.D.G.E.S. — Joyce Haydu
Winning a million choir and orchestra
trophies with 100+ people. — Rose Gao
Getting inducted into the National Latin
Honor Society. — Raghav Govina
Art and fashion class. — Diana Xin
Choir A Capella projects. — Miriam Thomas
Faculty Mr. JPS. — Fatima Ali
Graduation. — Jonathan Hill
JPSMUN trifectaaaa! And finishing this
paper. — Pathik Shah
Being a part of the JP Stevens Theatre
Company for 4 years. — Brittany Hoops
Having an amazing time at Homecoming
with my best friends. — Sirani Miller
Lacrosse senior night. — Ana Chirnoaga
Art class — or any family-esque
organization at our school, really.
— Zhau-Zhong (Joan) Kao
Being a part of Student Council. It taught
me a lot of life skills, and I made a lot of
new friends through this activity as well.
— Jamie Toto
Being on the basketball team.
— Lamar Waller
Jeffreee the Unicorn. — Daniel Wang

Mr. Sekuler’s Class — Adam Libson
JPS Got Talent! — Mike DeMarco
HMUN 2012. — Gabe Sturzoiv
Finally going to worlds for OM after four
years of trying. — Chris Xia
Receiving 1st place in Roxbury 2011 and
2012. — Sophia Tan
Being a part of SHS Inductions.
— Joanna Diez
When my best friend scored her 1000th
basketball point. — Bridget Vale
Lacrosse bus rides. — Jon Ksiezopolski
Playing drums at the guard show freshman
year. — Casey Kurtehs
Graduating. — Brandon Miller
Color guard; band camp; 12:30 early release.
— Raj Patel
College acceptance. — Vamsi Neppaui
Gaveling VAMUN. — Ankur Choksi
Helping friends create the promotional
video for the B-wing. — Marcell Atmaja
When Coach Pisano told me she wanted
to make me captain of the tennis team. —
Michelle Zhang
Going to OM Worlds with my team! —
Shannon Julian.
When Mr. Carrillo was trying to learn
Bhangra! — Saivarshani Yetrintala
The first day of school — Maham Syed
Filling out this sheet. — Vigneshwar
Subramaniun
Swimming in the pool. — Maxine Chan
Science Olympiad competitions: staying up
late to model proteins, build pianos, and
learn ray tracing with my best friends.
— Andy Shi
Driving to and from school with my
brother, Harshat Kumar. — Sugandha Gupta
Having a friend for five years and creating
K.A.O.S. — Kamille Miller
Electronics class; working with electronic
equipments and constructing Boe-Bots.
— Parth Patel
I don’t cherish memories; memories cherish
me. — Akhil Potdar

You know you went to JP when...

Students have enough AP credits to
graduate college. — Anvesh Cherukuri
Not locking up your purse becomes a
punishable offense. — Whitney Schulman
You have to be on time to go to prom.
— Ana Chirnoaga
People accessorize their calculators.
— Tania Makker
You judge people by their AP Prep books.
— David Shieh
The golf team wins every match.
— Lamar Waller
Students take more AP exams than there
are AP courses given. — Kathy Lo
People cheer louder for early dismissals
than in the pep rallies. — Daniel Wang
We do Bollywood dancing during Zumba.
— Dhyuri Patel
Your DJ at prom won’t stop talking.
— Ricky Mitra
You receive a C+ on an essay that won first
prize in a countrywide essay contest.
— Samuel Zhang
You hear an award on the announcements
every day. — Charmi Shah
A goose fight in your courtyard interrupts
class. — Cindy Park
You can pronounce foreign names with
ease. — Gabe Sturzoiu
Boys get manicures before prom.
— Amanda Morales
They collect your ID to go to the
bathroom. — Jelari Abdus Salaam
People go on Parent Portal more than they
go on Facebook. — Dhruva Sitwala
You still don’t know how to do MLA
format. — Jennifer Chen
You have to go to three bathrooms to find
an open one. — Chris Xia
You take your test with a choir of geese
supporting you.— Christine Hwang
There’s only one male color guard member
out of 78246923 girls. — Raj Patel
Detentions are overflowing because of the
tardy policy. — Sneha Lakhani

You have to look forward to the Hawkeye
college edition. — Vigneshwar Subramaniun
You sit outside senior year, even when
its cold, just because you finally have the
privilege. — Sugandha Gupta
You’ve bought and sold in the underground
and overstocked market for Gertrude Hawk
chocolates. — Joanna Chmiel
You get your diploma. — Nitin Saxena

What is your biggest
regret at JP?
I regret constantly wanting to grow up. —
Pooja Adani
Not realizing how losing focus during
freshman and sophomore years can hurt
you down the road. — Ryan Szemple
Waiting to change my elective to something
I really enjoyed.
— Whitney Schulman
Not trying harder. If you take advantage of
JP, you go far. — Ana Chirnoaga
Not doing what I needed to do when I had
the chance. — Lamar Waller
Not thinking for myself freshman and
sophomore year. — Katherine Ye
Not taking more days off. — Nitin Saxena
Taking calc senior year. — Adam Lipson
Procrastinating all the time.
— Ishani Amir
Trolling my tests by drawing troll faces on
questions I didn’t know, and not getting
credit. — Stephanie Wong
Not having enough room in my schedule to
take Civics and Justice.
— Michelle Zhang
Never finding the pool on the third floor.
— Jason Manjally
Doing fewer activities and not having
enough fun. — Andy Shi

Congratulations to the

Janet Wang
Saba Zafar
Lisa Zuckerwise
School of Environmental and Biological
Sciences
Athena Fu
Sai Guntaka
Neha Kumar
David Kung
Evan Lee
Monika Masanam
Sirani Miller
Parth Patel
Nicholas Quaglieri
Karthik Sagar
Brian Young
School of Business
Marcell Atmaja
Saikiran Chilukamari
Anita Chitnis
Todd Choi
Alisha Devji
Emily Huang
Mamta Khachane

Clement Lue
Jason Manjally
Shivani Mistry
Vamsi Neppalli
Sanmi Ogunfowora
Akash Patel
Akshay Patel
Bansi Patel
Dhyuti Patel
Akhil Potdar
Sneha Lakhani
Christine Sidhom
Palak Singal
Harsh Soni
Gabe Sturzoiu
Raghav Sudhir
Ryan Szemple
Kruthika Vijay
School of Engineering
Peter Cai
Ankur Choksi
Kaustubh Deshpande
Sanchari Ghosh
Hao Hwang

What advice do you have for
underclassmen?
Quality, not quantity. Go as far as you can
with a club. — Ryan Amaral.
Don’t blow off your college essays. Work
hard; play hard. — Pathik Shah
Appreciate the luxury of seeing your best
friends on a daily basis because you’ll rarely
see them in the future. — Ryan Szemple
Senior year still counts for something.
— Joanna Diez
Do everything you do as if there are no doovers. — David Shieh
Freshman year: Try! It does matter!
— Rose Gao
Focus on things you like as well as things
that will reward you.
— Kaustubh Deshpande
Get into college. — Akshay Sardana
Take off every religious holiday.
— Nitin Saxena
Gentlemen, be a boss from day one.
— Samuel Zhang
Watch out for basketballs in gym.
Concussions from them hurt!
— Katie Kausch
Be true to your school. — Varun Sriram
Don’t be afraid to pursue different things.

— Cindy Park
Enjoy every day, underclassmen!
— Gabe Sturzoiv
Procrastinating: don’t do it!
— Swati Dontamsetti
Think big. — Katherine Ye
Take a CFL that you will actually enjoy, not
something that your parents want.
— Michelle Zhang
Get involved; take a risk. — Somnath Rao
Stressing is overrated and everyone should
just chill out. — Akhil Potdar
Don’t think your freshman year GPA won’t
come back to bite your butt. — Julia Thomas
Find the pool on the third floor.
— Jason Manjally
No matter what, always remember to slow
down and enjoy being in high school.
— Melody Mendez
Go on every trip possible. — Vigneshwar
Subramaniun
Hard work can take you anywhere.
— Andy Shi
Cherish your high school years and don’t
blink because they will go by so quick.
— Casey Kurtehs

Where will you be twenty years from now?
Emperor of mankind. — Peter Cai
Not in NJ. — Ervin Ekow Kittoo
Serving as an elected government official.
— Ryan Szemple.
A teacher for deaf children.
— Stephanie Weiner
Probably back here teaching; you can never
really escape JP. — Casey Kurtehs
Teaching health and Physical Education,
and coaching my own color guard.
— Raj Patel
In the peace corps. — Brittany Hoops
In NYC or LA as a famous make-up artist.
— Jada Hayes
Bermuda triangle. — Christine Hwang
In a house. — David Shieh
Working and hopefully not living with my
parents. — Erica Pugasa
In the Navy, married, with two kids.
— Lamar Waller

Wearing the same shirt. — Zaid Qumei
Married to a Goldman Sach’s CEO’s
grandson. — Michelle Zhang
Traveling the world; working for Google.
— Ricky Mitra
Probably working as a pharmacist.
— Dhruva Sitwala
On my couch. — Imran Ashraff
Working at McDonalds. — Diljeet Singh
Working.... I guess. — Julia Thomas
On the moon. — Jon Kenneth Julian
Alive and breathing.
— Zhau-Zhong (Joan) Kao
Hopefully in the FBI. — Carlos Espinal
Going on overseas medical missions.
— Allison Tan
Wherever life takes me. — Alexander Moskal
Anywhere and everywhere. — Pathik Shah
An FBI special agent. — Jack Barnes
A senator. — Chris Xia

Charu Jain
Abhishek Mukherjee
Bunty Patel
Dipen Patel
Neel Patel
Bharani Pusukur
Zaid Qumei
Kripa Rajan
Mohit Ramchandani
Akshay Sardana
Rohan Sen
Priya Shah
Terence Tiu
Vinay Tirupati
Victor Tsai
Chris (Hongshen) Xia
Eric Zhang
Ernest Mario School of Pharmacy
Kristian Casem
Swati Dontamsetti
Barkha Jain
Dhruva Sitwala
Sophia Tan
Julia Thomas

College of Nursing
Sarah Chang
Priscilla Zarsadias

Rutgers – Newark

College of Arts and Sciences
CJ Fuertes
Heewon Kim
Augusth Koppal
Kaiwen Lee
Jessica Li
Ankur Patel
Diljeet Singh
Karan Singh
Mariam Taiyebi
Azaugn Townsend
Stephen War
School of Business
Aditya Kabra
Yanwen Kang
Girish Miglani
Harsh Patel
RU-UMDNJ 7-Year Accelerated
Medical Program
Aparna Govindan

What is one thing students should do before
they graduate?
High-five Ms. Pawlikowski. — Kenny Lin
Leave their backpacks in their lockers and
spend the day/night out. — Shannon Julian
Party with their class. — Yohaira Garcia
Watch at least one JP play. — Christine
Hwang
Don’t let laziness interfere with grades.
— Ricky Mitra
Go to a football game. — Stephanie Bretan
Stop and look at the roses every now and
then before they wither. — Robert DeVico
Skip a day of school. — Justin Chang
Have a paper ball fight in class.
— Shaheir Ali
Go to NYC on a boat. — Nitin Saxena
Go to at least one school dance.
— Adam Lipson
Get educated. — Gabe Sturzoiv
Make use of everything the school has to
offer before it’s too late. — Ricky Mitra
Go to a pancake dinner. — Ethan Jeffries
Their homework. — Katie Kausch
Enjoy every moment of senior year,
because it goes by too fast. — Anthony
Balisteri
Chill; it could be your last chance.
— Joseph Karpenos

Take 9 APs. — Diljeet Singh
Do what you love, but also do your
homework. — Andrew Noh
Fail a test. — Todd Choi
Plan a trip and have fun before graduation!
— Ankita Huckoo
Go to school events and have fun.
— Taylor Delli Paoli
Have some school spirit! — Alexander
Moskal
Don’t leave school having pent up hate,
leave school happy and satisfied with your
last four years. — Emily Chan
Project Graduation. — Marcell Atmaja
Find a group of close friends to keep in
touch with through college. — Joel George
Water balloon fight! — Julia Thomas
Participate in hall-dec. — Michael Dong
Watch a girls or boys tennis match. We’re
pretty good. — Michelle Zhang
Pass finals. — Vigneshwar Subramaniun
Put your heart into accomplishing
something amazing. — Andy Shi
Go big or go home. — Christine Geeng
Love the JP community. What we lack as
individuals, we make up for as a whole.
— Expedito Sean B. Miralles

In space as an astronaut that fights crime...
but if that doesn’t work out hopefully I’ll be
settled down with a college degree, job, and
a family... with a son named Poindexter.
— Samuel Zhang
In Paris or New York doing photography,
and then raising a family. — Shirley Yu
Driving a Porsche in New York.
— Joe Tienzo
Chilling in Bora Bora. — Gabe Sturzoiu
In Paris with my family. — Manika
Harikumar
Pixar? Just maybe. — Yuan Zhi Chen
Stuck in traffic. — Gautam Gunjala
I have yet to know... the future is
unpredictable. — Marcus Milliance
Chilling on Varun Sriram’s yacht.
— Kenny Lin
On Forbes magazine, White House.
— David Shah

Chilling in Hawaii. — Mohit Ramchandanii
Watching TV with 27 cats. — Anna Volski
Time travelling back twenty years to answer
this question. — Gabriel Franco
On the show “Undercover Bosses.”
— Jason Manjally
Doing. — Katherine Ye
At a TED conference sharing my ideas.
— Derek Zhang
Owning my own bakery. — Anita Chitnis
The Oscars. — Ivana Marson
Hopefully, not homeless. — Michael Dong
Ya boy boutta be coolin on Wall Street.
— Akhil Potdar
On a horse farm. — Stephanie Dillon
In England. — Karthik Sagar
A professional fruit smeller.
— Expedito Sean B. Miralles
Ruling a small country off of the coast of
Antarctica. — Christine Geeng
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Ready for the (next) best years of my life
By DAVID SHIEH, columnist
DEAR PRIVATE NOTEBOOK publication into
which I pour my insecurities,
IS THIS THE TRIUMPHANT return of the
beloved journal article format, or the tired
revival of a tasteless gimmick to open an
article? More importantly, who cares? Now
that we’re counting down to our last days of
high school, a lot of us seniors find ourselves
stuck between reminiscing about JP Stevens
and gleefully looking forward to beginning
our first few years at X University/College/
Institute/Union for the Advancement for
Science and Art.
It’s awfully early to actually start worrying
about college as something other than the
best four years of my life. But I somehow
manage to do it anyway, starting off with
my future wild-card college roommate. The
process seems simple — fill out a survey
and get matched with someone who wakes
up at the same time as I do. But I admit it:
for someone like me, who relies perhaps too
heavily on pre-arranged social groupings,
and who will be attending a school best
known for a famously awkward 3:1 male
to female ratio, the prospects are terrifying.
What if my roommate is just like me, and
we don’t end up making any friends at
all? Or, even worse, what if he’s the most
popular guy on campus who goes out with
his 2000 friends every night, leaving me in
his trail of “popular dust”? Is such a walking
case of social awkwardness even prepared
for college? It’s easy for others to say I can
change, that it’s just a matter of a little selfconfidence and a lot of socializing. It’s not
easy for me, but at the same time, this is not
who I want to be. Nobody in the world could
wholeheartedly trust a doctor or scientist

Guilty until
proven innocent
By AMEER MALIK, sophomore
IN THE CRIMINAL justice system, the
accused are declared innocent until proven
guilty. To ensure that the offenders are
punished appropriately, society relies on an
intricate system of courts, lawyers, judges,
and juries. Such a network undermines
bias, prevents vigilante justice, and keeps
order. However, today’s society is obsessed
with maintaining constant access to up-tothe-minute news and information. As soon
as something with even the slightest bit of
interest occurs, we demand to learn more
about it. The news, blogs, websites, and other
media outlets all exist to quench this thirst
for information. Such a state of affairs has
drastically undermined the justice system.
Not only do the accused have to prove their
innocence to a group of jurors, but they also
have to convince the thousands of viewers
watching and keeping track at home.
A high-profile case that the media has
recently sensationalized is the tragic death
of Trayvon Martin, an unarmed 17-year-old
teenager who was shot and killed by George
Zimmerman during his neighborhood watch.
The media portrayed Zimmerman as a racist
prone to violence and wanted Zimmerman
to receive the harshest sentence possible.
However, no one who had been covering
the story or watching it unfold was actually
present at the crime; it is wrong to judge
someone if not all the facts are known.
An equally controversial case revolves
around the trial of Dharun Ravi, a young
man who was tangentially involved in the
suicide of Tyler Clementi after taping a
video of Clementi’s encounter with another
man. Once again, the public perception
was overwhelmingly negative. Although the
public largely agreed that Ravi had committed
a hate crime, Judge Glen Berman did not

whose only mode of communication is by
instant message.
Personally, I find it funny (and just a bit
sad) that I’m more concerned for my social
life than my grades in college. Granted, a
3.5 GPA isn’t a piece of cake to maintain,
but at least this is familiar to me. Learning
has always been a constant in my life,
something that I’ve been familiar with for
years and years, whereas I’ve only been
thrown into unfamiliar, college-like social
situations a handful of times. I still have
that one gnawing fear of being unable to
keep up my grades and being dropped from
my academic program. It’s a scenario that
I’d rather not contemplate, and one that you
probably don’t want to read about, either.

But now that I’ve made this informal vow of
self-confidence to myself, here’s my position
on the matter. A very wise idiot once told
me to follow my passion and to make it my
profession. So, if I’ve been true to myself
these past few years, then there’s nothing to
worry about. I’m going to trust and follow
that instinct, no matter where it takes me.
After all, this is college! It’s time to lay down
all of these childish insecurities for good.
As a first-semester senior, I’ve written
more essays than I would care to remember,
thrown fistfuls of money at the College
Board, and pulled the first all-nighter of my
life, all to get where I am now: into a college
with an acronym that sounds like a graveyard
for dyslexics (RPI). Would I do it again? Sure,

if I were a masochist. Which I’m not. Yet I
realize that from now on, there are no more
do-overs. So, future college-applicants and
life-livers, here’s my final piece of advice: put
your best work into everything you do, be it
an essay or a job. From the second you set
foot on campus to the moment you end your
academic and professional career, there will
be nothing to regret. Follow excellence and
success will chase you, pants down.
This is David Shieh, one-year opinions
columnist (that position is a sinecure, by the
way; I am really just a staff writer,) signing
off. Wait, do only editors get to write that?
Editor’s Note: David will be attending the 7-year
medical program at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.

Thanks for the memories
By JESSICA FRANCIS, freshman
PROM IS OVER, finals are just around the
corner, and another year in the history of
JP Stevens has come to an end. Most of us
will save our tears at the conclusion of this
school year since we have more experiences
in store for us in our upcoming years. Upon
our return, we will be one step closer
to the end of high school and the
beginning of life outside its
walls. However, this is not the
case for you seniors.
You, Class of 2012, will
soon be walking across that
stage, flashing those excited
yet melancholy smiles at
the cameras before officially
becoming JP alumni. Diploma
in hand, you will shed tears of
joy along with tears of sadness.
You’ve made it through twelve
years of countless all-nighters,
lectures, exams, and friendship
dramas to find a vast horizon
of
opportunities awaiting
you in the real world. You will
undoubtedly miss your high school
years, but college is already waiting.
Numerous articles have chronicled the
last days of graduating seniors, but these
have thoroughly neglected to examine
the situation from the viewpoint of us
underclassmen, those who remain. Even this
newspaper contains numerous recollections
of outgoing seniors, but few, if any, goodbyes
from the rest of us. In complete honesty, we
will thoroughly regret your parting; your
class has embodied the best of Stevens,
from the fine arts to sports to academics to
just plain swag.
Seniors every year leave their mark here,
engraving lasting legacies within the school’s
walls. In your class, there are those legendary
students who everyone knows, that everyone

believe that Ravi had acted out of hate but
rather out of “colossal insensitivity,” thus, he
was sentenced to only 30 days in prison.
Though freedom of the press is outlined
in the Bill of Rights, there is no need for
court trials to be widely publicized. Stories
and videos of courtroom proceedings that
are hyped with sensationalism serve to
entertain in the same way that true crime
novels do, except these trials happen in
real life. Generally, cases that are covered
by media sources are the especially lurid
ones, involving crimes that strike emotional
chords. In such instances, the publicizing of
the crime, coupled with the often prevalent
bias among the general public, lend a verdict
before the trial even begins.
There are two essential issues here. The
first concerns the actions of the jury and
the judge. Though they are both supposed
to be impartial, these influential decision
makers cannot completely shy away from the
media’s portrayal of the case. The constant

looks up to, and that everyone wants to be like,
who are always there to lend a helping hand
and be a friend to an underclassman.
Your influence, no matter
what form it took
on,
has
made the
school

what it is now. It has defined the image of
an ideal student, and we aspire to live up to
the standards you’ve set. (Unfortunately for
us, they’re pretty high.)
You have truly cared about our school
community in every way, worked to build
up the school’s reputation and performance,

made lasting impressions that have
influenced underclassmen, and established
permanent friendships with those who have
looked up to you. As freshman Nidhi Patel
says, “A lot of my friends will be leaving this
year, and I can’t imagine what next year will
be like without them.” I remember nervously
stepping into my computer science class for
the first time in September. I was hoping to
encounter fellow eager-to-learn freshmen;
instead, I found myself rather startled to
find a room full of tall, menacing, and
grumpy-looking seniors. I quietly sat down,
afraid of being noticed. Soon, they began
talking to each other; before I knew it, they
were talking to me. Terrified, I responded in
one-word answers, but I eventually came
to realize that these seemingly hostile
upperclassmen were actually nice!
Over the course of the year, I
befriended these scary seniors.
Just the other day, a former
APUSH student went over
Roosevelt’s presidency for
me right before my test,
helping me to score well. I’ve
had similar experiences with
seniors in several clubs and other
activities I’ve joined, too. They’ve
helped me so much, and I’ve always
felt welcome rather than intimidated.
For that, I’m extremely grateful.
Even though we underclassmen aren’t the
ones collecting diplomas yet, it is still a
bittersweet moment for us; our school
will not be the same without you
seniors. Our lives will forever
be changed after all the treasured
moments we’ve spent together.
A wise man once said, “Some people come
into our lives and quickly go. Some stay for
awhile, leave footprints on our hearts, and
we are never, ever the same.” So let it be with
JP Stevens and the Class of 2012. We will
miss you.

coverage by newspapers and commentaries
from media personalities creates a palpable
impression of the accused. The defendant
could be portrayed as a victim of a
misunderstanding or as, without a doubt,
guilty of his crime. The prevalence of such
notions and judgements makes it difficult
for the defendant to have a trial by a fair,
unbiased jury.
The second issue with media coverage
of court cases concerns the implications of
such a practice on society. Though certain
individuals may genuinely be interested in
the workings of the court, others simply
watch to be entertained. A serious matter
can quickly turn into a new form of reality
television. Even though people’s lives can
be spared or ruined in the courtroom, there
are those who inappropriately wish to be
privy to all the proceedings. Just because our
country allows a free press doesn’t mean it
should be exercised in every case. Freedom
comes with responsibility, and media outlets

should be sensible in what they choose to
cover.
Recent high-profile court cases such as
those of Trayvon Martin and Dharun Ravi
have made such matters relevant. Different
states have different laws regarding the
extent of how a court proceeding can be
publicized. Though the state of New Jersey
permits the use of video cameras in certain
courtrooms, the Supreme Court does not.
This keeps the public out and preserves the
sanctity of the cases. Do we have a right to
be informed on legal matters? Yes, we do,
but we aren’t supposed to play the judge and
create a monster out of our own prejudices.
It’s hard enough to keep a small group of
jurors unbiased. If court cases were only
extensively covered after the verdicts had
been decided, such cases would serve more
as educating experiences for the public
rather than entertaining ones. The accused
may finally be able to receive the fair trial
that they are entitled to.
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Obama: renewing his vows for 2012
By VISHAL BAILOOR, political columnist
PEOPLE ACROSS the United States were,
depending on their views, either elated or
horrified when President Barack Obama
announced his complete support for gay
marriage just a few months before his
showdown with Republican Mitt Romney.
His decision has attracted many critics, from
“pure” marriage activists to Democratic
political leaders who want to see him reelected come November. The Republican
Establishment has been increasingly vocal
after experiencing drastic shakeups in the
healthcare industry and the economy. This
close to the election, controversial decisions
should be few and far between, especially
when they pertain to such a hot-button topic
with a history that traces back for more than
a decade. Yet, here the American people are
asked to make a very tricky judgment of
value: do the morals of the issue outweigh
the political ramifications? What are the
moral issues and consequences? Most
importantly, was Obama’s decision the right
choice to make?
The answer: a resounding “yes.” It
is exactly the right time to embrace gay
marriage as an issue and move forward, both
for Obama’s re-election prospects and for
the moral strength of America. Obama, a
conscientious moderate, appeals not only
to the Democratic party base, but more
importantly to the hordes of unaffiliated,
disillusioned, and otherwise middle-of-theline voters who far outnumber the political
extremists. Many Americans see the nation
moving dangerously close to falling under
control by backwards-looking evangelists
who are far behind on social issues and
short on common sense. By taking a bold
step forward on a key social issue, Obama
has assumed the mantle of the progressive
reformer while neatly sidestepping more
thorny issues such as Guantanamo and
Afghanistan. The main opponents of
Obama’s renewed stance, Midwestern and
Southern conservatives, are not groups

that are likely to vote for Obama in the
first place; policy differences pertaining
to gun control and economic regulation
have proven too contentious. Meanwhile,

Mr. Obama — as they see a leader who has
taken a strong perspective on an issue that,
to them (or should I say, to us), is obvious.
LGBT activists and so-called “bleeding-

moderates and liberals largely agree with
Obama’s choice, viewing it as a major
step toward a better national policy. Most
importantly, young people are more inclined
to take an active stance on politics — and on

heart” liberals are now firmly entrenched
in Obama’s camp. In one extremely smooth
move, Obama has gone from an incumbent
embattled on both sides to a blazing leftist,
supported by the young, the angry, and the

activist. He has made his re-election all but
assured.
Now, I’m personally not gay, but it doesn’t
take being homosexual to realize that some
issues should not be issues at all; gay marriage
is a right that should have been accorded
side by side with racial and gender equality.
Sometimes it is worth taking a risk to stand
up for something you believe in, especially
when it is so symbolic to the American
people and to the citizens of the world. That
is exactly what Obama is doing. Too often, it
seems that we cave in to extremists without
a fight, that rights are something that can be
compromised and, indeed, sacrificed on the
altar of political correctness. But Obama is
just taking the repeal of “Don’t Ask Don’t
Tell,” a flawed policy as it was, one step
further — a relatively painless move that
captures the moral high ground. His decision
is a natural extension of his past support for
the LGBT community.
The America of today is not a particularly
happy place. With the tanking of J.P. Morgan
in a spiraling economy, the impending
collapse of Obamacare, and the continuation
of wars and conflicts overseas, there is no
reason to allow yet another issue to cloud
our focus, especially one that a majority
of Americans take the same position on.
According to a recent New York Times/
CBS News Poll, 62% of Americans support
the legal recognition of same-sex unions.
Some people call it a slippery slope: once
gay marriage is allowed, marriage itself will
slowly become less and less defined until
it becomes meaningless. Those who share
these views are also the ones who once
opposed interracial marriage, who once
opposed civil rights, and who once opposed
women having the same rights as men. It
is time someone in politics took a stand;
when it’s politically beneficial, it really is a
win-win situation. With the power and force
behind this decision, Obama can resuscitate
America’s hope for change and put the
United States back on track to be the nation
that everyone wants and deserves.

generally votes for Obama because of
ethnic and cultural ties. However, AfricanAmericans have also historically comprised
a religious group that has shown support
for a conservative Christian political agenda;
the beliefs espoused by many AfricanAmericans include “traditional” marriages
between a man and a woman. A poll by Pew
Research Center shows that two-thirds of
African-Americans are against gay marriage,
as opposed to roughly 51% of Caucasians.
Obama based much of his 2008 campaign
on appealing to the religious zeal of AfricanAmericans. If he loses the support of
this key group, Obama risks sacrificing a
contributing factor that led to his triumph
over McCain (which could ultimately result
in Mitt Romney winning the presidency).
The Latino community also came out
in strong support of Obama in the 2008
election; a staggering 67% of the Latinos
gave their support to Obama due to his
promises of economic recovery and
government responsibility. His ability to
honor these pledges would have helped
his chances for the upcoming election.
However, he neglected to keep in mind
that the majority of the Latino community
is Catholic. Traditionalist Catholicism does
not look favorably towards gay marriage
(as the Bible states that marriage is the
union of a man and woman), and a core
foundation of the Republican standpoint
against gay marriage is founded upon this
belief. Obama’s pledged support towards gay
marriage may push more moderate Latinos
into the Republican helm for 2012.
Obama’s declaration that he supports
gay marriage conforms to the rhetoric of

the Democratic Party. However, it is also a
major political blunder in the midst of an
extremely tight race: Obama must appeal
to the masses, not the few, if he wants any
chance at a victory. He cannot rely on the
youth, who as a group support gay marriage,
to carry him in this election. Even though
the younger generation has turned out in

greater numbers recently at the polls, Obama
should not count on them alone as his most
reliable backbone of support. The groups
that carried him the most in 2008 are going
to be the only ones who can carry him to
the White House again. Isolating them from
his campaign is most definitely not the way
to go, especially if he wants a second term.

For Washington, a risky love affair
By JEROME FRANCIS, political columnist
FOUR YEARS AGO, Barack Obama came
into office riding on a surge of support from
moderates — the swing demographic that
has determined many elections. More often
than not, this group consists of middle-aged
voters who decide who they will cast their
vote for based on ideology and innovation
rather than strict party ties. Strong support
from moderates gave Barack Obama his
historic victory in 2008. The bills he has
passed since the 2010 midterm elections have
shown his ability to appeal to moderates by
making compromises that have gained the
support of many conservatives. Following
this trend, Obama should have chosen to
remain tepid towards his stance on gay
marriage — a controversial issue on which
politicians in Washington have been walking
tightrope. Obama has already repealed
“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell” without much
backlash from the general populace and
has instead recieved many commendations
for his decision. It is a known fact that he
sympathizes with gay Americans. With the
overwhelming support he has from the
LGBT community, the President had little
reason to take it a step further and declare
that he is in favor of legalizing gay marriage.
The announcement came at the beginning of
the official presidential campaign, possibly as
an impetus for the youth to rally behind him
as they have done in the past. However, such
a stance comes at the expense of weakened
support from his two main demographic
bases: the African-American and Latino
communities.
The African-American voter base
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A CAPTAIN FOR the Hawks
tennis team, Ajit Bopalkar has
received All Division, Conference,
County, and State honors through his
high school career. These achievements
fuel his passion for tennis and inspire
him to continue playing Club Tennis at
Carnegie Mellon University.

NICKY HAS EMERGED as a successful

three-sport varsity athlete, taking part
in cheerleading, basketball, and softball.
During her sophomore year, she led
the softball team to a state sectional
championship that showcased the squad’s
determination and ability to close out
tough games. “Winning the title in 2010
is my most cherished memory from
softball. As for basketball, I have realized
that it is such an important part of
my life, and it has grown to be my
favorite of the three sports.”

Nicky
Cacoilo

OVER FOUR YEARS, Michelle has developed a
distinguished tennis style, one which eventually
earned her captaincy. It also helped her receive
various honors including the Captains Award, All
Red Division, and the prestigious JP Stevens Scholar
Award, an exclusive award given to one boy and one
girl from the school. She was recognized as a member
of the 2011 Girls Tennis Division All-Star Team and
chosen as a GMC Athlete Scholar in 2012.

Ajit Bopalkar
KRIPA, this year’s
captain and libero for
the Girls Volleyball Team,
has made quite an impact on the
court. Playing volleyball for more than
four years, Kripa recognizes that time and
experience go hand in hand; they determine
the outcome of any situation — in both
volleyball and real life. She believes that
next year’s team has the potential to win
the GMC tournment in the fall.

Senior

Kripa Rajan

Michelle Zhang

By NIKHIL CHITRE and
RANGASRI RAMJI, juniors
WE TEND TO DIVE INTO the excitement
of whichever sport is in season, leaving the
past behind with stacks of paper records
and collections of dusty trophies. Yet as we
wrap up the spring season and the school
year altogether, it is important that we
recognize the outstanding achievements of
this year’s departing senior athletes.

Kristie Fan

FROM BECOMING close with teammates
to completing intensive workouts to competing
in track races, Kristie can proudly say that running has been
an important part of her life. Throughout her career, she has
scored many achievements, including receiving recognition JOEL, A PERENNIAL
from the Home News Tribune and Star Ledger and
star on the JP Stevens
earning the title of Red Division Champion. She also
Cross Country and Track Team, leaves an extraordinary
contributed to the JP Girls 4x800 all-time record, clocked legacy for future JP runners. After becoming Rookie of the Year
the fastest 800 meter time for girls, and finished fourth at during his freshman year, Joel continued to win races; he later received
the 2012 GMC Championships.
Most Valuable Runner recognition during his junior and senior

years. Joel realizes that running is more than a sport: it is a
lifestyle that has shaped his personality. “The cross country
team has been a second family for me from the start of
high school, and I cannot imagine leaving them.”

Joel George

JP’s Three Musketeers
By RAVI AGRAWAL, sophomore
AMONG GOLF CLUBS and golf balls
stand JP’s own Three Musketeers, living
by the motto “all to one and one to all.”
Seniors Harry Hoffman, Keerthan Harish,
and Amrit Iyer share a story of inseparable
friendship. Since freshman year, these elite
golfers excelled on the JP Golf Team and
earned top spots in the All Red Division and
GMC tournament. “Our story starts when
we were young — Harry and I met fourteen
years ago, when we were preschoolers at
Wardlaw Hartridge. We met Keerthan on
the first day of golf tryouts freshman year,”
explains Amrit. From the hours spent on
bus rides to practices and tournaments, to
the days spent perfecting putts on the green,
Harry, Keerthan, and Amrit have shared
unforgettable experiences and memories on
and off the golf course. “My relationship
with these two guys is special, since we’ve
been together on the team for all four years
of our high school career. None of us knew
what to expect when getting ready for the
golf team, but once all three of us made it
our freshman year, we knew it was going to
be a fun ride ahead of us,” expressed Harry.
Now, as senior year comes to an end, JP’s
own Three Musketeers approach a twist in

their plot. Instead of parting ways to attend
different universities, this big three will still
be in close contact, as they have decided to
take their talents down south, to the same
university.
Keerthan, Harry, and Amrit will all be
attending the University of Texas at Austin
in the fall. Each of them has fallen in love
with UT Austin for different reasons, and
hopes to achieve new, unique feats in college.
Both Keerthan and Amrit look forward to
attending the McCombs School of Business,
one of the largest and most distinguished
business programs in the nation, to major
in finance. “It is great that Amrit and I are
going into the financial industry together, but
I’m sure that even numbers and equations
won’t be able to define our friendship,”
jokes Keerthan. On the other side, Harry is
attracted to the spirit and passion that run
deep in Longhorn Nation. From pulling allnighters in the library to cheering for the
Longhorns at the stadium, three JP Stevens
Hawks will be at the heart of a vibrant
campus. Regardless of whether they plan to
pursue golf at the collegiate level or explore
new interests, the Three Musketeers will
forever cherish the memories from playing
together and only seek to strengthen their
friendship.

Sit back and reLAX
ANISH KADAKUNTLA, junior
THROUGH THE UPS and downs of the
season, both the Boys and Girls Lacrosse
teams consistently maintained a fighting
spirit after even the worst of setbacks.
The squads finished with records of 4-11
and 4-12, respectively, yet they were always
motivated to play harder in each and every
game.
The high point of the Boys Lacrosse
season came on May 10 in their game against
Union City. Although the Hawks scored four
goals in the second quarter, the game was
undecided until the end of the final period.
The Hawks fought to suppress a comeback
and were ultimately victorious by a score
of 5-4, their first win of the season. Both
offensively and defensively, the game was
the team’s best performance of the season
up to that point.
The Lady Hawks Lacrosse team reached
the height of their season on May 14 when
they hosted Long Branch in the season’s final
outing. It was a dominating performance as
the Lady Hawks outscored Long Branch
10-2 in the first half. The game ended with
an emotional 13-7 victory in which the
seniors played their final game of lacrosse in
a JP Stevens uniform. It was the perfect way

to end the spring season.
Although both lacrosse teams faced
their fair share of challenges this year,
they kept their heads held high. The boys’
team worked continuously to overcome
its offensive struggles. The team was shut
down a total of six times and was never able
to surpass the two goal mark in ten of its
games this year. The Lady Hawks, on the
other hand, were stronger when it came to
scoring goals; however, there was room for
improvement on the defensive end. Despite
their frequent efforts to attack and score, the
Lady Hawks stumbled with forcing stops
and allowed the opposing team to make
more than ten goals in just one game. These
are areas of the game that the two squads
look to address in the spring of next year
by working hard during the off season and
planning new strategies.
Though this season presented challenges
and struggles for both teams, the players
worked tirelessly to learn from their mistakes
and improve with every game. Next year,
both teams look to a brighter future and
aspire to improve their style of play. As the
JP Lacrosse program bids farewell to the
seniors, the teams await the upcoming 2013
spring season as it looks forward to new
successes and cherishable memories.
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SPORTS

WITH FOUR YEARS

of regional qualifications,
Chris has many achievements under
his belt as a member of the JP wrestling
team. His accomplishments include finishing
second and third place at GMCs and second place at
regionals, being district champion for two consecutive
years, and achieving All White Division and a spot
in the top twenty-four in New Jersey for two consecutive
years. While Chris is noted for his
many awards as an individual
athlete, he is glad to don
the JP insignia as he goes
out to the mat before
each match.

Chris Miehe

BY PLAYING

HARRY’S participation
in the JP Golf Team
through high school has helped
influence his future. Along with
winning many other awards, Harry made
the All Red Division team as a sophomore,
junior, and senior, and also made AllConference as a sophomore and senior. This
year, he was able to win and beat out a great
field of competitors. Harry will cherish these
golf memories and will miss his team, but he
also looks forward to the future and what it
holds for him.

Harry Hoffman

Profiles
JASDEEP BUTTAR is recognized as
co-captain of the Varsity Baseball Team
under skipper Dave Marzano. Jasdeep has
an enduring mentality during “every
pitch, every out, every inning” that
accounts for the team’s persevering spirit.
Jasdeep values the family-like atmosphere
present among his teammates
for the past three years. He
finished his senior season
with five home runs and hopes
to continue his success on the
diamond in the future.

Jasdeep
Buttar

JP softball far from soft
By NATASHA RAI, freshman
JP STEVENS SOFTBALL fought through
rocky roads this spring to maintain a winning
attitude in the dugout. Coach Krystle Petty,
who graduated from JP in 1999, made a
name for herself during her high school
years as a skilled All-State pitcher for the
county team. As the coach of her old team,
she has enjoyed two successful seasons with
a new team of talented softball players.
With an 11-11 record, the softball
team, led by senior Nicky Cacoilo, worked
tirelessly throughout the season. “As part
of the team for four years, I’ve learned so
much, from how to be a leader to how to be
a great teammate,” Nicky said. Whether on
the field or up at bat, the Hawks consistently
played with a great deal of determination.
Junior Rebecca Coleman pitched over 100
innings and struck out over 100 batters. The
Hawks were also productive offensively.
Sophomore Stephanie Garrison crossed
the plate fifteen times. Junior Danielle
DeBenedetto drove in a total of twelve runs.
Said Garrison, “All the players on this team
are valuable. I greatly admire and respect
the upperclassmen, all of whom really
personify the true meaning of dedication
and perseverance. We work hard as a team,

regardless of who we are facing.”
Despite a shaky start to the season against
East Brunswick, the Hawks exemplified
their diligence and perseverance in the
following game with a 5-3 win against South
Brunswick. The Hawks then followed this
win with another: a 5-0 shutout against
rival Woodbridge. A 10-0 victory over
Spotswood and a 10-1 victory against
Piscataway were two more of their most
overpowering performances.
As a team, the Hawks put their all into
each game, as displayed in their record.
There were occasions where JP saw itself
on the losing end in the early innings of a
game, but the squad’s persistence in crucial
moments kept it continuing. The Hawks
also earned several great achievements
individually: Stephanie Garrison finished
with a total of nine stolen bases, freshman
Amanda Lombardi recorded three doubles,
and Nicky Cacoilo collected three triples
this year. The success of the team can be
attributed to the collective effort of each
player’s valuable contribution. With the
support and guidance of Coach Petty, a
prosperous future is in store for the softball
team. If the group continues to successfully
merge values of persistence and unity,
victory will never be out of sight.

tennis for over four
years, Karthik, captain of the
squad, has been able to completely
transform his technique and style of
play. All of his practice earned him
the varsity singles position on the team
and third place at the GMC tournament
during his junior year. He also loved
serving on the Hawkeye editorial staff
and wishes his fellow editors the
best of luck for the future.

Karthik
Ramakrishnan

RYAN HAS

not only earned
exemplary status as a
goalkeeper and captain on the
soccer field, but also as a key player on the
volleyball court. During his soccer career, he
has received multiple awards: All Red Division,
All-Area Second Team, All-State Central
Third Team, All-Conference, and JP Stevens
Defensive Player of the Year. He also earned
recognition as a GMC Scholar Athlete. “The
last soccer game of my high school career
was the most memorable; playing in the
field, winning in overtime, and making
my 500th career save all contributed
to a day that I will never forget.”

Ryan Szemple

A THREE-YEAR varsity
soccer player and four-year varsity
hockey player, Matthew finishes his senior year as
captain of both teams; he was also honored with All Red
Division and All State soccer titles, and All Division Honorable
Mention for hockey. Discussing soccer, Matt remembers,
“Scoring the golden goal in overtime to win against North
Brunswick was incredible.” Also, during hockey season, Matt
suffered a major injury which helped him develop his
work ethic and fly through recovery.

Matthew Distefano

